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Question #:1

What are key considerations when planning data model changes? Choose two.

The data model can be restored to a previous state after publish is complete.

Data in removed columns will be deleted from the database.

Data in removed columns can be retrieved if the data model is restored.

Field names may be reset to default values.

Data may be lost if the data type for the column has been changed to an incompatible type.

Answer: B E

Question #:2

You want to create a link between a custom resource "Office Location" and the Profile resource. Profiles and
"Office Location" each contain a six-character alphanumeric code (location ID) which uniquely define the
office location. How can you create this link?

On a custom profile resource, click "Add automatic ID field" and name it location ID and use it to
define a link.

On a custom profile resource, define the location ID field as an "Identification keys" field.

Create a link in "Office Location", use a specific join condition, and select the location ID fields of
Profiles and "Office Location".

Use the primary key in both tables to define the link.

Answer: B

Question #:3

Your client wants to import a CSV file including new profiles. However, they do not know what values are
used internally for the gender field. Where can you find this information?

Under Administration -> Development -> Diagnosis -> Components -> Profiles -> Source tab

Under Administration -> Development -> Diagnosis -> Data schemas -> Profiles -> Source tab

Under Administration -> Development -> Custom Resources -> Profile -> Data structure - >
Enumerations

Under Administration -> Development -> Custom Resources -> Profile -> Data structure - > Fields
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Answer: C

Question #:4

Which workflow activity allows you to define additional data to process in your workflow, create links to a
temporary resource, and combine data coming from multiple sets?

Reconciliation

Intersection

Union

Enrichment

Answer: D

Question #:5

What does the package functionality allow you to do?

It allows you to export only business data from one instance to another.

It allows you to import and export business data and configuration data from one instance to another.

It allows you to export only configuration data from one instance to another.

It allows you to create a full back-up of the database without database access.

Answer: B

Question #:6

When are email addresses qualified as Quarantines? Choose two.

In case of Blacklisting, immediately

In case of Ignored errors, if marked by a user

In case of Invalid addresses, immediately

In case of Soft errors, after the counter threshold is exceeded

In case of Hard errors, immediately

Answer: A C
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Question #:7

Since the addition of a new geographic location to an existing Campaign instance, several users have reported
they can no longer log in to Campaign. What is the most likely cause of this issue?

The users belong to parallel units which are or the same level in the hierarchy.

Adding a new geographic location automatically updates access rights for existing users.

The user's access rights cache in the Admin Console must be refreshed for the changes to appear.

Users will not be able to connect as they cannot belong to more than one geographical unit at a time.

Answer: D

Question #:8

Which two component categories are used to filter data in a report? Choose two.

Population

Metrics

Period

Segments

Targets

Answer: B C

Question #:9

How would you solve the following error in the error log while importing a package?

Select the option "Allow import from a newer build".

Adapt the "installPackage" method in the "xtk:builder" schema.


